Huawei Twitter and Facebook December 19-21

The University of Nairobi, Kenya was awarded the 2020 Excellent Global Talent Ecosystem Partner Award from Huawei. See what he said and learn more about Huawei ICTCompetition. #ecosystempartner #HuaweiUSA

With the Smart Multi-Window function on the Mate40Series, you can split and resize windows until they're perfect. Keep the fun going with your multitasking skills.

Don't miss the last #TechTuesday session of 2020! Daniel Sieberg will be talking about predictions for next year at 2 p.m. ET on 12/22.

Hearing is believing! Give our FreebudsStudio and FreebudsPro a try and "hear" for yourselves.

In case you missed our last webinar, industry thought leader @Enderle recapped the discussion on how AI is going to change our lives. Check out the key takeaways.
Brighten the night with some lights. —HuaweiPhotography

Don't miss the last #TechTuesday session of 2020! Daniel Sieberg will be talking about predictions for next year at 2 p.m. ET on 12/22 on Twitter. #AskHuaweiUSA https://tinyurl.com/ycaoxdhp

From impressive noise cancellation to excellent battery life, Ben Sin of Forbes can't help but rave about the *FreebudsStudio wireless headphones. Check out his review.
The University of Nairobi, Kenya, was awarded the 2020 Excellent Global Talent Ecosystem Partners Award from Huawei. See what he said and learn more about Huawei's #ICTCompetition. #ecosystempartner https://bit.ly/3o2V504

The Huawei *GentleMonsterEyewear2 is your virtual assistant, a fashion statement piece and a real head-turner. Check out Ben Sin's full review.

YoUTube.com
Huawei X Gentle Monster Eyewear 2 Review: Stylish Smart Glasses (Shot with DJI Pocket 2)